Mehedinți County (RO) Action Plan (Draft)

Covers improvements in the addressed Policy Instrument, for
8-PP Drobeta Turnu Severin City Hall (RO)
9-PP Mehedinti County Council (RO)
Introduction: Change of the Policy Instrument

**Initial Policy Instrument addressed:**
Large Infrastructure Operational Programme (LI OP)  
Priority Axis 3: Development of the environmental infrastructure in the conditions of efficient resource management /  
Thematic Objective 3.1 - Reducing the number of non-compliant landfills and increasing recycling preparedness in Romania

**New Policy Instrument addressed:**
Mehedinti PJGD 2019-2025 (Mehedinti Waste Management County Plan) [approved on 28 January 2020]

WINPOL lessons learned and experience exchange partly inspired the new territorial strategy for managing waste (2019-2025) –

**Indicator:** new waste management plans: target: 1 (achieved)
**Action 1:**

1. **Name:** Collection Platforms
   
   67 such points (one in each rural / urban UAT, except Drobeta Turnu Severin, where 2 points are proposed); estimated required area, depending on needs / location is 200-400 sqm.

2. **Source of inspiration in WINPOL:**
   
   (1) Horizon 2020 “Waste4Think” – the case of Sevezo (IT) (presented video: June 2020);
   
   (2) The experience of the Municipality of Hersonissos / Crete (GR) (presented: June 2020);
   
   (3) two site-visits to Snaga’s installations in May 2019 during the Thematic Seminar I

3. **Policy instrument involved:** Mehedinti PJGD 2019-2025
4. **Funding sources:** Ministry of Regional Development and Public Administration / new structural funds instrument: **Large Infrastructure Operational Programme (LI OP) 2021-2027**

5. **Costs:** approximately 3,350,000€ (for the actual implementation). The introduction in the LI OP is costless.

6. **Details of the action:** 1/ Mobilise the new LIOP 2021-2027;  
2/ Promote the concept to stakeholders/players & the public, in advance;  
3/ Preparation of General Terms of Reference;  
4/ Preparation of a unified software with separate users with rights to use for it with their local sub-systems;  
5/ Preparation the Call for Proposals and submission of Proposals;  
6/ Actual Implementation.

7. **Players involved:** The County; The Municipalities, Cities and Communities in the Country.

8. **Timeframe:** 2021-2025 (2027)
Action 2:

1. **Name**: Collection platforms of construction and demolition waste.

5 such sites, one in each collection area, to serve the needs of the population and of the economic agents on a radius of 50 km. The minimum surface necessary for such a platform is 4000 sqm.

2. **Source of inspiration in**: site-visits to Snaga’s installations in May 2019 during the Thematic Seminar I

3. **Policy instrument involved**: Mehedinti PJGD 2019-2025

4. **Funding sources**: Ministry of Regional Development and Public Administration / new structural funds instrument: Large Infrastructure Operational Programme (LI OP) 2021-2027
5. **Costs:** approximately 5,000,000€ (for the actual implementation). The introduction in the LI OP is costless.

6. **Details of the action:** 1/ Mobilise the new LIOP 2021-2027; 2/ Promote the concept to the citizens and professionals (hotels; restaurants; etc.) and other stakeholders/players and the public, in advance; 3/ Preparation of General Terms of Reference; 4/ Preparation the Call for Proposals and submission of Proposals; 5/ Actual Implementation.

7. **Players involved:** The County; The Municipalities, Cities and Communities in the Country; the professionals and the citizens.

8. **Timeframe:** 2021-2025 (2027)
Action 3:

1. **Name**: Prevention of the generation of household waste – training the primary and secondary school students

2. **Source of inspiration**: (1) – partly - EMULSA Citizen ReuseApp (ES) (presented: May 2019);
   (2) – partly - G’scheit feiern Party Smart in Styria (AT) (presented: May 2019);
   (3) RethinkWaste (Life programme) – Know as you throw (KAYT) (IT) (presented video: June 2020);

3. **Policy instrument involved**: Mehedinti PJGD 2019-2025

4. **Funding sources**: Ministry of Regional Development and Public Administration / new structural funds instrument: Large Infrastructure Operational Programme (LI OP) 2021-2027
5. **Costs:** approximately 500,000€ (for the actual implementation). The introduction in the LI OP is costless.

6. **Details of the action:** 1/ Mobilise the new LIOP 2021-2027; 2/ Promote the concept to local directorates of education and directors of schools, in advance; 3/ preparation of a specialised mobile app for the activities with the students (could include or be upgraded to be sued with other initiatives like reusable items database, etc.); 4/ Preparation of General Terms of Reference; 5/ Preparation the Call for Proposals and submission of Proposals; 6/ Actual Implementation.

7. **Players involved:** The County; Directorates of Education and Schools; the associations of parents and guardians of the students.

8. **Timeframe:** 2021-2025 (2027)
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